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Abstract – One of the most interesting and unusual periods of the recent solar activity was July 2005. Despite the fact 
that this month was at the end of the 23rd solar cycle, it was a period of extreme activity. The main events of this 
occurred at the invisible side of the Sun and did not revealed significantly in the Earth or near the Earth 
consequences. However, cosmic ray variations testify high power of these events. A rather unusual Forbush effect was 
observed starting from July 16, 2005. It was characterized by very large cosmic ray anisotropy, the magnitude and 
direction of which are in accordance with a suggestion on a western   powerful source. Usually in such a case when the 
main interplanetary disturbance is far on the west, the Forbush effect is absent or it is very small and short lasted. In 
July 2005 a rare exclusion was observed which may testify the giant (quite possible >=30%) decrease of 10 GV cosmic 
ray density to the west from the Sun-Earth line. 
In this work a description of the July 2005 situation as well as the results of the convection- diffusion treatment with 
space cosmic ray gradients is presented. Some general remarks concerning extreme western solar events and their 
impact on cosmic rays are also discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the declining phase of the 23rd solar 
cycle, a number of extreme events characterized by 
rather peculiar properties have taken place, such as 
those of October-November 2003, January 2005, 
August-September 2005 and the recent ones of 
December 2006 [1], [2], [3]. Dynamic phenomena 
related to solar flares (SF) and coronal mass 
ejections (CMEs) dominated the heliosphere in a 
most profound way and resulted in large variations 
in cosmic ray (CR) intensity at least up to tens GeV 
energies. A number of attempts have been made in 
order to explore the relation between solar extreme 
phenomena and their impact on cosmic rays [4], 
[5], [6],  [7], [3], [8]. It is commonly pointed out 
that solar extreme events influence cosmic rays in a 
dynamic way and different correlations can 
possibly be established between the cosmic ray 
variations and various characteristics of solar wind 
and interplanetary space  [9]). On July 16, 2005 a 
deep decrease of the cosmic ray density (of about 
8% for 10 GV particles) with a complicated shape 

and an intermediate large increase was recorded by 
neutron monitors during a non significant 
disturbance of the solar wind [10]. Right after the 
main phase of this Forbush effect (FE), a sharp 
enhancement of cosmic ray intensity starting from 
July 17, was registered only to be followed by a 
second decrease within less than 12 hours. The 
enhancement on July 17 was related neither to a 
ground level enhancement (GLE) nor to a 
geomagnetic effect. The analysis of this peculiar 
event shows that it could be connected with an 
internal structure of the disturbance similar to the 
event of March 1991 described by [11], but in our 
case it is not confirmed by solar wind data. Usually 
short - term cosmic ray variations are well 
correlated with solar wind changes near the Earth. 
During the events of July 2005 unusual CR 
variations were recorded and the most unusual fact 
was that these variations are not related with the 
changes in the solar wind. 
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In this work an extended analysis of these 

cosmic ray variations during the extreme events of 
July 2005 based mainly on the terms of anisotropy 
and space gradients of cosmic rays, is performed. 
The possibility to provide explanations on this kind 
of cosmic ray events is also being discussed.  

  

II. DATA  SELECTION 
    

 In this analysis the used data taken from 
the following web sites: 
http://sec.ts.astro.it/sec_ui.php on the solar and 
space conditions; http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov for 
solar flare data from and http://lasco-
www.nrl.navy.mil for CME data. 

In order to obtain variations in the flux and 
the first harmonic of anisotropy for 10 GV cosmic 
rays, data from as many stations as possible from 
the entire global network of neutron monitors (40 – 
45 stations operating at present), with their own 
properties as coupling coefficients and yield 
functions, have been used. The calculation of the 
anisotropy components has been performed using 
the global survey method (GSM) (e.g. [3] ). 

 

III. SOLAR AND GEOMAGNETIC 
CONDITIONS 

  Solar activity: In the beginning of July, 
although several sunspot groups appeared on the 
face of the Sun, the main active region was the AR 
786. It was the return of AR 775, a powerful active 
region (AR) from the previous rotation that caused 
long duration solar flares. Solar activity was 
dominated by AR 786 in the northern hemisphere, 
until it rotated over the west limb on July 14. In this 
period, this AR had produced 12 M-class and one 
X-class flares. 
On July 12 there was a long duration M1.5 flare 
starting at 12:47 UT associated with a bright partial 
halo CME directed to the NW. In the next day, July 
13, two bright CMEs occurred in association with 
two long-duration flares. The second CME was first 
seen in LASCO C2 images at 14:30 UT and had an 
estimated speed of 1420 km/s. The event triggered 
a gradual increase of the proton and electron fluxes, 
which reached to the value of 134 pfu on July 14 
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov). On July 14two flares 
occurred: an M9.1 flare peaked at 07:25 UT and 
finally an X1.2 flare with long duration started at 
10:16 UT. The high energy proton fluxes rose 
above the NOAA event threshold and a full halo 
CME was first visible in LASCO C2 at 10:54 UT 
and arrived at the Earth on July 17, as it is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The most significant CMEs on July 14, 2005 from AR 
786 as seen by LASCO C2. 
 
 

Geomagnetic activity. A minor 
geomagnetic storm occurred on July 13, probably 
due to the arrival of the partial halo CME from July 
10 (C1.6 flare in AR 783). The solar wind speed 
was > 600 km/s (shock recorded at 04:24UT) and 
Bz component of the IMF (Interplanetary Magnetic 
Field) turned southward for a short period with a 
value of -5 nT. The geomagnetic activity then 
returned to the quiet - unsettled level, except of 
temporary active conditions recorded at some 
ground-based magnetometers on July 15 and 16. 
This weak geomagnetic activity may be a 
consequence of the partial halo CME originated on 
July 13 (~ M5.0 flare and the CMEs from early July 
14, which erupted before the full halo CME related 
to the X1.2 flare. None of the blast waves were 
Earth directed, nevertheless, Earth’s magnetic field 
was impacted by a weak shock that arrived at the 
Earth on July 17 at 1:23 UT. This caused mostly 
active conditions during July 17 (Dst=-74, Kp=5). 
Around 19:00 UT on July 17, the interplanetary 
magnetic field turned southward again to -10 nT. 
This immediately caused a major geomagnetic 
storm that persisted from late July 17 to around 
12:00 UT of  July 18. 
 

IV. COSMIC RAY VARIATIONS 
In the second decade of July 2005, heightened 

solar activity, especially in the western part of the 
solar disk, created a disturbed situation in the 
interplanetary space which was reflected in the CR 
behavior. The density of galactic cosmic rays 
started decreasing from July 10 after a series of 
relatively weak Forbush effects and by 16 July it 
had a decrease of ~2%. Most unusual events 
occurred on 16-17 July when the FD reached the 
value of 8% at high latitude neutron monitors 
within just a few hours. The CR intensity recovered 
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rapidly up to almost the pre-event level, but in the 
mid of July 17 a sharp CR decrease started again 
and reached the same amplitude of 8% at many 
neutron monitor stations. Finally it followed the 
classical FE recovery, as it is shown in Fig. 2 
(Papaioannou et al., 2005)[10]. A disturbance in 
near Earth space at that time (V=500 km/s, H~ 10 
nT, Bz was nearly -10 nT) could not provide such a 
magnitude of the FE. Usually a Forbush decrease 
hardly reaches ~2% under such modest parameters 
(Belov et al., 2001)[9]. The observed CR density 
behavior and especially CR anisotropy with an 
unusually big equatorial sunwards component along 
the field line at this time may be caused by other 
reasons (Belov et al., 2003)[12]. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Time profiles of the cosmic ray varisations observed   on 
the Neutron Monitor stations: Alma-Ata B (aatb), Apatity (apty), 
Athens (athn), Jungfraugh (jung), Tibet (tibt). The curves are 
plotted in % relatively to the quiet period on July 14, 2005. 
 
 
 4.1 Cosmic Ray Anisotropy 
The singularity of the events recorded on July 16-
17, 2005 manifests itself in the size and temporal 
evolution of the CR density and anisotropy. The 
calculated equatorial component of the anisotropy 
Axy is presented by a series of coupled vectors in 
Fig. 3. Thin lines connect the equal time points 
corresponding to the vector and CR density 
diagram. Vertical vectors along the density curve 
present the magnitude and direction of north-south 
anisotropy Az (Chen and Bieber, 1993)[13]. As can 
be seen in Fig. 3, the north-south anisotropy Az 
increases significantly, up to ~4% within the 
declining phase of the FE on July 16 to 17, and 
changes its direction from positive to negative in 
the mid of July 17. The equatorial component of 
anisotropy was abnormally big, Axy increased up to 
>5%. All components of anisotropy reveal sharp 
and big changes on the background of more or less 
quiescent interplanetary and geomagnetic 
conditions (IMF~10-15 nT, Dst=-74, Kp=5+). We 
have analyzed all events in our database which 

occurred under Kp=5+ (377 events during 45-
years of observation). The averaged magnitude of 
the Forbush effects (FE) over these events was 
found to be 1.57 %, the mean equatorial and the Az 
components were correspondingly 1.44% and 
1.55%. On this background the event on July, 16-17 
looks outstanding as well as the number of other 
events (~10-15) recorded under similar 
geomagnetic conditions (Kp=5+). 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 3. The CR density (A0) temporal variations on July 15-19, 
2005. The vector diagram presents the equatorial component 
(Axy) of CR anisotropy, while the vertical vectors along the 
density curve present the north-south component of anisotropy 
(Az). Thin lines connect the equal time moments on the density 
curve and vector diagram. Triangle (SSC) marks the time of 
Sudden Storm Commencement (the time of shock arrival at 
Earth). 
 
 

The anisotropy shows more singularity 
than the hourly rate of CR decrease (hourly 
decrement) during the main phase of FE. Such great 
anisotropy is usually being observed within the 
largest Forbush effects with high magnitude of 
decrease where the CR intensity goes down on 15-
25% (for example, events in August 1972, February 
1978, October 2003). The maximum equatorial 
anisotropy for about 6000 analyzed FEs plotted 
versus the maximum rate of CR decrease during 
those events is illustrated in Fig. 4. This statistical 
presentation shows that the point corresponding to 
July 17, 2005, with a relatively low decrease rate 
(decrement <1%/hour) is located much above the 
averaged regression curve because of the very high 
anisotropy in this event. In a vicinity of this point 
we have a group of events incorporated by 
attributes similar to the event on July 17, which is a 
basis for further study. Singularity of the anisotropy 
in this event is also emphasized by the dependence 
of the equatorial component on the magnitude of 
IMF which is presented in Fig. 5. According to the  
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regression dependence with an IMF 

intensity of about 15 nT the maximum averaged 
equatorial anisotropy should be ranged within 0.5-
2.6%, whereas, in our case, it was >5%. Again, we 
see a group of points around July 17 (not 
numerous) which appear to have the common 
properties. A great anisotropy was observed even 
before the arrival of the shock at the Earth. 

All aforesaid testifies that it is difficult to 
explain the properties of the anisotropy and CR 
variation by local parameters of the interplanetary 
space near the Earth. Here it is necessary to 
recollect events which were observed at the western 
limb. 
 

 
 

Fig.  4.  Maximum equatorial component of CR anisotropy 
(Axy) versus 

maximum hourly decrement for FEs over 45-years of 
observation  

(~6000 events). 
 

 
As it is known, powerful X-ray western 

(limb) flares on July 14 (M9.1 and X1.2) in the AR 
10786 were followed by CMEs with a full 
asymmetric halo, and CME from X1.2 flare is 
profoundly affected by the CME event associated to 
the M9.1 X-ray flare. The shock which has arrived 
at Earth on July 17 at 1:34UT is apparently 
connected with these ejections. This assumption 
leads to the mean transit velocity of 1430 km/s that 
corresponds to the initial speed of CME (~2280 
km/s), as by it was observed LASCO/EIT. 

It is not improbable that such a disturbance 
might have caused a gigantic Forbush effect in the 
western part of the inner heliosphere, and Earth 
crossed its periphery area on the beginning of July 
17. The big equatorial component of CR anisotropy 
at this time is an evidence of intensive inflow of 
particle flux from the eastern direction that 
provided fast recovery of the FD. On the other 

hand, LASCO/EIT observed also this day an 
asymmetric Full Halo Event started at 11:30 UT as 
a very strong brightening above the NW limb 
associated to a flare behind the limb from the same 
AR 786. By 11:54 UT, faint loop-like extensions 
can be seen all above the Sun’s South Pole. The 
velocity of this “backside” event was 1300 km/s. 
Directly from this moment the new sharp decrease 
of CR intensity started on the background of very 
high anisotropy, and this coincidence in time seems 
to be not occasional but caused by a change in the 
conditions for particle propagation.  

 
 

4.2 Cosmic Ray Gradients 
 It is clear that CR anisotropy is responsible 
for the space gradient. A treatment of CR with the 
convection-diffusion model (CDM) to the events on 
July 2005 has been performed in order to obtain CR 
gradient and its components. The model proposed 
by Krymsky (1964)[14] was developed at several 
works  [15], [16], [13]. Despite the fact that a lot of 
other models concerning cosmic rays appeared 
through the years, the convection-diffusion model 
still remains the most basic one and is valid to a 
degree sufficient for this analysis. 
Using a simple approach by solving an inverse 
problem in Belov et al. (1987), the three 
components of the CR space gradient, yx gg , , zg  
are given by the following equations: 

]1sin)([1 κψκ
ρ

−−−−= cxx AAg      

(1a)                                   

]1cos[1
zyy AAg κψκ

ρ
−+−=     (1b)                             

]1cos)(1[sin1
zycxz AAAAg κκψκψ

ρ
−−−−−=    

(1c)       
Where Ax, Ay and Az are the three components of 
anisotropy in the coordinate system related to the 
IMF field line (OX and OY are in the ecliptic plane, 
herewith OX is directed along the IMF force line); 
ψ is the angle between IMF direction H

r
and solar 

wind velocity ur ; ρ is the particle’s hyroradius in 
the total IMF; k is a degree of the IMF irregularity. 
The calculated yx gg ,  have been used to obtain 
ecliptic component (GE) of CR space gradient 
which is plotted in Fig.6 together with the IMF 
intensity (upper panel). Periods of strong IMF and 
large values of CR gradient are seen on the days 1-
2, 9-12, 19-21 and 27-29 of July (on July 16-17 we 
see very large gradient, but not strong IMF). 
Usually the biggest CR gradient is observed 
together with the increasing of IMF intensity 
because of additional CR modulation produced 
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within the regions with strengthened IMF (Forbush 
effect). Besides, the strengthened field is able to 
separate regions of different CR density. In July the 
strongest IMF intensity (up to 25 nT) was on July 
10 and the magnitude of GE in this day exceeded the 
value of 50%/AU. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Maximum equatorial anisotropy versus maximum IMF 
intensity  
(hourly values) by events over ~45 years observation. The red 

point  
references to July, 17, 2005. 
 
 

However, the biggest gradient was not 
observed during this day, but on July 16-17. It 
exceeded 150%, when the IMF intensity was nearly 
10 nT. There are many days in July with 
approximately the same or even higher IMF 
intensity, but the magnitude of GE those days was 
many times less than that on 16-17 July. In the 
lower panel of this figure a relation between the 
IMF intensity (B) and the magnitude of GE is 
presented. In general a good correlation between 
these two parameters is observed, but there are also 
some evidently outstanding points, all of them 
being related to 16-17 July. This is one more 
evidence of the unusual situation on July 16-17, 
when an anomalously large gradient of cosmic rays 
was produced not by disturbances of interplanetary 
space near Earth but by other, remote from the 
Earth, solar wind disturbances.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The solar activity burst in July 2005 was 

distinguished by the main events occurred near the 
western limb and at the invisible side of the Sun. 
Great disturbances of the solar wind comparable 
with those observed earlier in the last solar cycle – 
in 2000, 2001 and 2003 have not arrived to the 
Earth and there was no severe magnetic storm 
recorded at the Earth. On this background the CR 
variations look more interesting and unusual, 
especially on 16-17 July. A set of peculiarities in 

the behavior of CR density and anisotropy 
contradicts an explanation of this behavior by 
variations in parameters of near Earth interplanetary 
medium. The main reason of the large and unusual 
Forbush effect on July 16-17 has apparently to be 
searched near the western limb of the Sun where, 
starting from July 14, under interferential influence 
of several CMEs a giant and complicated decrease 
of galactic CR was created.  
 

 
Fig.6. Hourly means of the IMF intensity (upper panel) and of 
the ecliptic component GE of the CR gradient for 10 GV particles 
derived from data on CR anisotropy by means of the convective-
diffusive model (middle panel) in July 2005. The CR gradient 
versus IMF intensity by events in July 2005 is given in the lower 
panel. 
 

A discrepancy between the Forbush 
decrease magnitude and the parameters of near 
Earth disturbance of solar wind is being observed 
from time to time and such events have been 
studied earlier [17], [18], [12]. Usually such events 
are caused by remote ea stern solar sources. But in 
July 2005 we encountered with another type of 
inconsistency related to remote but western source. 
Such events differ from the events of eastern origin 
by greater anisotropy. They occur significantly 
rarer, however, as a retrospective analysis shows, 
they consist a definite sub-class of Forbush effects. 
Analysis of such events testifies that the CR 
variations are able to give us the information on 
sufficiently remote heliospheric phenomena. Such 
events are worthy the special attention and 
individual studying 
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